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The soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion (NSF) attachment protein (SNAP) receptor (SNARE) protein syntaxin 1A forms nano-
sized clusters (membrane rafts) on the plasma membrane (PM) that are in equilibrium with freely diffusing syntaxin molecules. SNARE-
complex formation between syntaxin 1A and SNAP-25 (synaptosome-associated protein of 25 kDa) on the PM and synaptobrevin 2 on the
vesicles (trans-SNAREs) is crucial for vesicle priming and fusion. This process might be impeded by the spontaneous accumulation of
non-fusogenic cis-SNARE complexes formed when all three SNARE proteins reside on the PM. We investigated the kinetics of cis-SNARE
complex assembly and disassembly and both exhibited biphasic behavior. The experimental measurements were analyzed through
integration of differential rate equations pertinent to the reaction mechanism and through the application of a heuristic search for time
constants and concentrations using a genetic algorithm. Reconstruction of the measurements necessitated the partitioning of syntaxin
into two phases that might represent the syntaxin clusters and free syntaxin outside the clusters. The analysis suggests that most of the
syntaxin in the clusters is concentrated in a nonreactive form. Consequently, cis-SNARE complex assembly in the clusters is substantially
slower than outside the rafts. Interestingly, the clusters also mediate efficient disassembly of cis-SNARE complexes possibly attributable
to the high local concentration of complexes in the clusters area that allows efficient disassembly by the enzymatic reaction of NSF.

Introduction
The fusion of biological membranes is one of the most fundamental
processes in biology, essential for protein trafficking, hormone secre-
tion, and neurotransmission. The core fusion machinery is
the heterotrimeric soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion
(NSF) attachment protein (SNAP) receptor complex, termed
SNARE complex, which is crucial for the fusion of vesicles with the
cell membrane (Fasshauer, 2003). The SNARE proteins involved in
the fusion of synaptic vesicles are syntaxin-1A and a synaptosome-
associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25), which reside on the pre-
synaptic plasma membrane (PM), and synaptobrevin (2/
VAMP2), which resides on the vesicle membrane. When the
vesicle is close enough to the PM, a trans-SNARE complex is
formed that is believed to drive the fusion of vesicular and pre-

synaptic membranes (Jahn et al., 2003). After the fusion, the
trans-SNARE complex transforms into a cis-SNARE complex,
with all of its components located on the inner leaflet of the PM
(Jahn et al., 2003). Uncoupled from the fusion process, when the
three SNARE components are present on the PM, they can form
cis-SNARE complexes spontaneously (Otto et al., 1997; Lang et
al., 2002). The availability of the SNARE proteins for trans-SNARE
complex formation depends on keeping the SNARE proteins in a
reactive state (Littleton et al., 2001; Sanyal et al., 2001) and therefore
might be impeded by the accumulation of cis-SNARE complex on
the PM. The reactivity of the SNARE proteins can be maintained by
disassembly of the cis-SNARE complexes back into their constit-
uents, which is executed by the combined action of the ATPase
enzyme NSF and its cofactor �SNAP (Söllner et al., 1993).

We recently described the kinetics of cis-SNARE complex assem-
bly and disassembly on the native PM sheets of pheochromocytoma
12 (PC12) cells (Bar-On et al., 2008). In the current study, we extend
the experimental system to monitor the quasi-equilibrium between
the two processes. In terms of chemical kinetics, accumulation of
cis-SNARE complexes is an energy-dissipating process. Forma-
tion of the complexes is a spontaneous forward reaction, and
their disassembly is achieved by an energy-consuming catalytic
reaction driven by the ATPase NSF. Accordingly, under in vivo
and ex vivo conditions, the cis-SNARE complexes population is
far from thermodynamic control and is under strict kinetics con-
trol. The quasi-equilibrium dynamics of the cis-SNARE com-
plexes can be reconstructed through the equations and the rate
constants of the assembly and disassembly processes. In the
present study, we subjected our past and present experimental
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results to a rigorous kinetics analysis aimed at determining the
rate constants of the assembly and disassembly reactions, by com-
bining differential rate equation integration with a heuristic ge-
netic algorithm (GA) search in a multidimensional parameter
space (Moscovitch et al., 2004). The only model found capable of
reconstructing the experimental observations was based on the
study of Sieber et al. (2007) who showed the partitioning of syn-
taxin molecules into two phases: clustered syntaxin molecules
and syntaxin molecules that diffuse in the membranal matrix
between the rafts. The analysis suggested different reactivity of
the SNAREs present in the two phases: in the clusters, the rate of
cis-SNARE complex formation was substantially lower, whereas
that of their disassembly was significantly higher. The model sug-
gests that syntaxin clusters serve as a mechanism for maintaining
reactive SNARE proteins by reducing the overall level of cis-
SNARE complexes at low energy costs.

Materials and Methods
Measurements of cis-SNARE complex dynamics on the inner leaflet of the
PM. To record the quasi-equilibrium of cis-SNARE complexes (the
steady-state condition), neuroendocrine PC12 were grown overnight on
poly-L-lysine-coated glass coverslips (Bar-On et al., 2008). Coverslips
were sonicated to remove the upper parts of the cells, leaving native PM
sheets attached to the coverslips (Avery et al., 2000). The membrane
sheets were either directly fixed, to establish control values, or incubated
for predetermined times (2– 60 min) in a disassembly mixture solution
(Bar-On et al., 2008) containing 10 nM NSF and 150 nM �SNAP. After the
incubation with the disassembly mixture, the membrane sheets were
treated with 8 �M botulinum neurotoxin C1 (BoNT/C1) for 15 min and
then washed briefly and fixed for 1 h at room temperature in 4% para-
formaldehyde diluted in PBS. The fixed membrane sheets were washed
with PBS and NH4Cl (diluted in PBS), immunostained, and imaged as
described previously (Bar-On et al., 2008). The fluorescence intensities
were related to the fluorescence of the control samples, and the values are
given as mean � SEM (n � 4 –7 independent experiments). The assem-
bly and disassembly kinetics were published in a previous study (Bar-On
et al., 2008).

Modeling the kinetics and the differential rate equations. The reaction
mechanism governing the assembly and disassembly of cis-SNARE com-
plexes is based on the presence of syntaxin molecules in non-raft and
clustered/raft phases and is modeled by 11 differential equations. The
equations include equilibrium between syntaxin molecules in the rafts
and outside the rafts and non-identical reactivity (accessibility) of the
syntaxin molecules located in the rafts. For the sake of algebraic simplic-
ity, the syntaxin molecules in the rafts were defined in either an active
monomeric state or a nonreactive dimeric state. The experimental
observation that, immediately after PM sheet formation, �10% of the
syntaxin is already in the form of cis-SNARE complexes (Lang et al.,
2002; Bar-On et al., 2008) was implemented in the model as well (see
Fig. 2) (t � 0). For the sake of simplicity, the formation of the cis-
SNARE–�SNAP–NSF complex and the ATP-driven disassembly re-
action were coupled in a single step.

The reactions embodied in the reaction mechanisms corresponding to
assembly, disassembly, and quasi-equilibrium were converted into a set
of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations using the standard
chemical-kinetics formalism, according to which the velocity of the re-
action is the product of the rate constant of the reaction multiplied by the
concentrations of the reactants (Moscovitch et al., 2004). The conversion
of the equilibria into differential equations was performed automatically
using a custom-written program, ODEBuilder (Bosis et al., 2008).

The simulation procedure. The coupled nonlinear ordinary differential
equations were subjected to numerical integration using the Runge Kutta
methods as embedded in the Matlab program (the ODE23S routine)
(Moscovitch et al., 2004; Mezer et al., 2006). The analyses of the assembly
and disassembly of the cis-SNARE complexes and the quasi-equilibrium
between the two processes were run stepwise. First, we solved the dynam-
ics of the assembly and determined the range of variance for each of the

adjustable parameters pertinent to the assembly process. Next, we ana-
lyzed the disassembly dynamics and determined the range of variance for the
relevant adjustable parameters. Finally, we reconstructed the whole system
as measured under steady-state conditions with known concentrations of
added cytoplasmic disassembly factors. In the analysis of the steady-state
system, the equations for the assembly and disassembly were gathered, and
each of the adjustable parameters was allowed to vary within the range de-
termined by the analyses of the assembly and disassembly reactions.

Determination of search range for unknown parameters. Each adjustable
parameter in the set of differential equations was allowed to vary within a
given range, depending on its nature. The rate constants in the thermody-
namically favored direction were allowed to vary from the upper limit set by
the Debye–Smoluchowski equation (Gutman and Nachliel, 1997) to a lower
limit set to be eight orders of magnitude lower than the upper limit. The rate
constants in the reverse direction were related to the forward ones through
the equilibrium constants (Moscovitch et al., 2004; Mezer et al., 2006).

The fitness function. The level of similarity between the experimental sig-
nals and the numerical solutions can be expressed by a fitness function [F(t)].
We defined F(t) to be weighed as the sum of the absolute value of the devia-
tion of the calculated value (Xt

calculated) from the experimental one (Xt
signal)

and normalized it to Xt
signal (Moscovitch et al., 2004; Mezer et al., 2006).

The genetic algorithm. The fitness function was optimized using the GA
Optimization Toolbox of Matlab. We used the default parameters of the
toolbox as described previously (Moscovitch et al., 2004; Mezer et al.,
2006). The analysis was performed by running numerous GA search
runs, each lasting 1000 generations. The various runs were scored by the
final value of the fitness function. The best 20 – 40 “phenotypes” were
selected, and the values of the various adjustable parameters were evalu-
ated, looking for convergence of each of the parameters. The average
values of the adjustable parameters or the converged borders for values
that did not fully converge are listed in Table 1.

Results
Experimental measurement of cis-SNARE complex kinetics
The experiments analyzed in this study had recorded the tempo-
ral level of cis-SNARE complexes located on the inner leaflet of
the PM (Bar-On et al., 2008). Adherent PC12 cells were subjected
to gentle ultrasonic pulse to “unroof” them. All soluble proteins
present in the cytoplasmic matrix were removed by exposing the
inner leaflet of the PM to a bathing solution. This enabled re-
placement of the cytoplasm with known concentrations of se-
lected proteins, buffers, and factors.

Observations were recorded for three experimental protocols.
The experimental data based on two of them appears in Figures 2
and 6 and was presented previously by Bar-On et al. (2008). For
the assembly experiment, the PM sheets were incubated for pre-
determined times in a bathing solution that was free of cytoplas-
mic disassembly factors, enabling spontaneous accumulation of
cis-SNARE complexes (for details, see Bar-On et al., 2008). At
selected time points, the membrane sheets were treated with BoNT/
C1, which cleaves monomeric syntaxin and syntaxin present in bi-
nary complexes (syntaxin–SNAP-25) (Lang et al., 2002), whereas
syntaxin molecules that are incorporated into cis-SNARE complexes
are cleavage resistant (Jahn, 2006). The syntaxin molecules in the
cis-SNARE complexes were then visualized by immunostaining and
quantified by fluorescence microscopy. The increase in PM fluores-
cence over time therefore represented the accumulation of cis-
SNARE complexes on the PM (Bar-On et al., 2008).

In the experimental protocol for measuring disassembly dy-
namics, PM sheets were incubated with externally added fluores-
cently labeled synaptobrevin, which reacted with the endogenous
binary SNARE complexes to form fluorescently labeled cis-
SNARE complexes (Lang et al., 2002). After 45 min of incubation,
during which labeled cis-SNARE complexes accumulated on the
PM, disassembly factors (NSF and �SNAP in the presence of
excess ATP) were added, and the disassembly dynamics was
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monitored as the decrement in fluores-
cence intensity. After the enzymatic
disassembly, the labeled synaptobrevin
molecules were released to the bathing so-
lution, preventing their reincorporation
into cis-SNARE complexes (Bar-On et al.,
2008).

In the current study, the experimental
system was extended to monitor the for-
mation of cis-SNARE complexes in the
presence of the disassembly factors, re-
flecting their steady-state level. The cells
were sonically disrupted, and the accumu-
lation of cis-SNARE complexes on the in-
ner leaflet of the PM was followed in time
in the presence of the disassembly mixture
containing predetermined concentrations
of NSF, �SNAP, and ATP. After selected
time intervals, the samples were treated
with BoNT/C1 and immunostained as de-
scribed above (see Fig. 8).

The results were analyzed using a de-
tailed kinetics modeling that expressed
all the kinetics reactions as a set of bio-
chemical equilibria. We expressed the as-
sembly and disassembly processes as a
set of equilibria between proteins, in
which each reaction is characterized by
the concentrations of the reactants and
the appropriate first- or second-order
rate constants (the equations are presented in the supplemen-
tal material). The analysis, as detailed in Materials and Meth-
ods, proceeded stepwise: the assembly and disassembly
dynamics were analyzed independently, using the experimen-
tal protocols designed to isolate the two processes from each other.
The steady-state dynamics was analyzed with the range of vari-
ance limitations for the adjustable parameters that had been
obtained from the separate analyses of the two processes.

Analysis of the assembly dynamics
The kinetics of cis-SNARE complex assembly revealed a distinct
two-phase dynamics (Bar-On et al., 2008): within the first few
minutes, there was rapid buildup in the level of cis-SNARE com-
plexes, which involved �15% of the total syntaxin and reached a
plateau after 6 – 8 min. The assembly reaction resumed after a
short delay but at a slower rate until a steady-state level was es-
tablished after 60 min, with �85% of the syntaxin molecules
being part of the cis-SNARE complexes (see Fig. 2) (Bar-On et
al., 2008).

In the first attempt to reconstruct the experimental signal, we
assumed a homogeneous distribution of SNARE proteins on the
PM and a sequentially ordered reaction pathway as given by rate
constants k1 and k2 in Figure 1 (Fasshauer and Margittai, 2004).
This model failed to reconstruct the experimental observation:
the signal curves generated by the best-fitting phenotypes consis-
tently diverged from the two-phase kinetics of assembly (Fig. 2,
curve A). In an attempt to improve the fitness of the simula-
tions, the reaction mechanism was modified. Based on Pob-
bati et al. (2006), we assumed that the native membrane sheets
already contain an initial fraction of binary complexes
(syntaxin–SNAP-25 complexes) that can directly proceed to
form cis-SNARE complexes, skipping the rate-limiting step of
binary complex formation. However, addition of the preas-

sembled binary complex fraction to the model did not yield an
accurate reconstruction of the dynamics (supplemental Fig. 1,
curve A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). An alternative attempt to improve the fit was based on
Fasshauer et al. (1997), who showed that, in vitro, some of the
syntaxin is present in dead-end 2:1 complexes (syntaxin–
syntaxin–SNAP-25) (Fasshauer and Margittai, 2004). This model
included an additional reaction of the syntaxin molecules with
binary complexes forming 2:1 complexes. This model did not
manage as well in accurately reconstructing the experimental bi-
phasic kinetics (supplemental Fig. 1, curve B, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

A more suitable reconstruction of the experimental results
(Fig. 2, curve B) was based on Sieber et al. (2007), who showed
that syntaxin molecules on the inner leaflet of the PM are located
in two distinct phases: in clusters [also classified as membrane
rafts (Lang, 2007)] and as free monomers dispersed in the mem-
brane matrix between the rafts. The nonhomogenous distribu-
tion of syntaxin in the two phases was adapted to the model.

Accordingly, the model accounted for syntaxin in two phases
that are in equilibrium (Fig. 1): the first phase represents the
syntaxin clusters (85% of the total monomeric syntaxin), hereaf-
ter the “raft phase,” and the second phase corresponds to the
membranal area between the rafts in which syntaxin is present in
a free monomeric state (15% of the total monomeric syntaxin).
The rate constants k0 and k�0 account for the transfer of syntaxin
molecules between these two phases (Fig. 1). The high density of
the syntaxin molecules in the raft phase could cause inherent
discrimination among the clustered molecules. Those located on
the perimeters can react with the membranal proteins SNAP-25
and synaptobrevin outside the rafts at a different rate than syn-
taxin molecules located in the center of the cluster that have no
access to the outside. The rate constants k10 and k�10 represent

Figure 1. The two-phase reaction pathway. The reactions associated with the formation and disassembly of cis-SNARE com-
plexes on the inner leaflet of the PM. The scheme assumes two phases: one is the raft phase, in which the syntaxin is densely
packed, and the second is the membrane areas surrounding the rafts in which syntaxin can diffuse freely. The values of the ki and
k�i represent the rate constants of the same reaction taking place in the raft and non-raft phases, respectively. All other proteins are
present in a single pool and can react with the syntaxin molecules present in both of the phases, but reactions rates can differ. The
disassembly reaction (k4 and k�4 ) is an ATP-driven, irreversible catalytic reaction. * indicates SNARE monomers: syntaxin, SNAP-25,
and synaptobrevin.
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the rate at which a syntaxin molecule alters its accessibility and
diffuses to the perimeters of the rafts (Fig. 1). It is reasonable to
assume that molecules within the raft phase are not equally ac-
cessible to the reactants located outside the raft. It remains to be
determined whether such a mechanism involves molecule migra-
tion within the aggregate or molecule appearance at the outer rim

as a result of constant cluster remodeling. We applied the sim-
plest assumption to introduce this parameter into the model and,
for the sake of algebraic simplicity, replaced the “inner aggrega-
tion reaction” by reversible formation of nonreactive dimers of
syntaxin molecules. This introduces a reservoir of syntaxin
molecules that is not readily available for cis-SNARE complex
formation.

The analysis of the assembly dynamics by GA, using the reac-
tion pathway presented in Figure 1, was repeated 130 times, each
generating a combination of rate constants that reconstructs the
observed signal. Of the many solutions generated by the search,
the best 30 were considered to be well-fitting phenotypes, and
their parameters were used to evaluate the solution. Figure 3
depicts the values of four of the adjustable parameters that were
searched for during the analysis. The parameters that converged
to a defined range represented those rate constants that were
crucial for reconstruction of the dynamics, whereas the non-rate-
limiting steps made only a minor contribution to the dynamics
and consequently failed to converge. The best-converged param-
eters in the assembly kinetics were the rate constants for forma-
tion of the binary and cis-SNARE complexes in the membranal
non-raft phase (Fig. 3A,B) and of the cis-SNARE complex in the

raft phase (Fig. 3D). A parameter that
only partially converged was the rate con-
stant for binary complex formation in the
raft phase (k�1), which appeared to require
only a lower limit. Apparently, the exper-
imental data imposed no upper limit on
the rate of this reaction; values above
2.9E3 M

�1s�1 were satisfactory for an ac-
curate reconstruction of the observed dy-
namics (Fig. 3C).

The analysis indicated that the rate of
cis-SNARE complex formation in the
membranal interspaced between the rafts
is at least four times faster than the rate in
the raft phase (Fig. 3B,D). This strongly
indicates that the physicochemical proper-
ties characterizing the raft phase differ
markedly from those of the membranal ma-
trix between the rafts. Curve C in Figure 2
depicts the dynamics of a hypothetical situ-
ation in which all the syntaxin molecules are
located in the non-raft phase and exhibit the
rates of binary and cis-complex formation
that were found for this phase.

Most of the syntaxin molecules located
in the rafts are incapable of forming bi-
nary and cis-SNARE complexes, probably
attributable to their inaccessibility to the
other membranal protein (SNAP-25 or
synaptobrevin). Thus, most of the syn-
taxin molecules in the raft function as a
reservoir, keeping syntaxin from entering
into cis-SNARE complexes. It must be
stressed that the model did not make any
assumptions regarding the initial ratio of

“reactive-to-inaccessible” syntaxin in the clusters or the rate of
the reactivity alternation process of the syntaxin molecules. How-
ever, a GA search led to a well-defined range for both parameters,
suggesting that at least 90% of the syntaxin present in the clusters
is not available for cis-SNARE complex formation, possibly be-
cause it is embedded in the clusters. The rate constant representing

Figure 2. Reconstruction of the kinetics of cis-SNARE complex assembly using a single-phase
or two-phase model. The figure depicts a reconstruction of the assembly dynamics by integra-
tion of the ordinary differential equations using rate constants selected by the GA search. Curve
A, Fitting based on a single-phase model. Curve B, Fitting based on a two-phase model in which
the syntaxin in the clusters can aggregate into a less reactive/accessible state. Curve C, The
expected dynamics given that all of the syntaxin molecules react at the rates of the non-raft
phase. The experimental data are marked by squares with SEs. Inset, Expansion of the first 12
min of the assembly dynamics and fitting curves A and B.

Figure 3. The convergence of the adjustable parameters during a GA analysis of the assembly dynamics. The final values
(generation number 1000) assigned by each of the independent GA runs to the stated adjustable parameter are presented in each
frame. Parameters were searched for in a range of 1–10 8

M
�1s �1. A, k1, formation of binary complexes for the membranal

non-raft phase. B, k2, formation of cis-SNARE complexes for the membranal non-raft phase. C, k�1, raft phase. D, k�2, raft phase. The
solid frame represents the defined range of a parameter that converged during the search. The dashed frame represents the
partially defined range of a parameter that did not properly converge.
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the accessibility alternation of syntaxin mol-
ecules in the clusters (k�10) was on the order
of several minutes (� � �6 min). The time
constant for the flux of monomeric syntaxin
between the membranal non-raft phase and
the raft phase (k0 and k�0) was on the order
of minutes, suggesting that, under the
experimental conditions, the syntaxin
molecules involved in cis-SNARE com-
plex formation located in the rafts are in
a very slow equilibrium with those that
are located in the membrane matrix be-
tween the rafts.

Reconstruction of the cis-SNARE com-
plex assembly kinetics by numerical integra-
tion of the differential rate equations
generated not only the overall dynamics but
also the temporal concentrations of all in-
termediate states, as documented in Fig-
ure 4. Frame A depicts cis-SNARE
complex formation in the non-raft phase:
during initiation of the reaction, the con-
centration of free syntaxin molecules (Fig. 4A, curve a) decreases
monotonically, whereas binary complexes (Fig. 4A, curve b) are
rapidly formed and are consumed by the formation of cis-SNARE
complexes (Fig. 4A, curve c). The process is rapid, reaching com-
pletion within the first 2– 4 min. The fast progression is in accor-
dance with the rate constants of binary and cis-SNARE complex
formation shown in Figure 3. In the raft phase, the reciprocal rela-
tions between the components of the kinetics are more complex, as
evident from Figure 4B. Immediately after cytoplasmic matrix elim-
ination, the system approaches equilibrium: the inaccessible syn-
taxin molecules in the cores of the clusters become accessible for
interactions (Fig. 4B, curve d) and engage in cis-SNARE complexes
(Fig. 4B, curve a). These molecules react with SNAP-25 molecules to
form the binary complexes, followed by a reaction with synaptobre-
vin to form the cis-SNARE complexes (Fig. 4B, curves b and c,
respectively).

In summary, the analysis suggested that syntaxin is distributed in
two phases: a small fraction of the protein (15%), located in the
membrane between the clusters, is reactive and rapidly forms cis-
SNARE complexes. The rest of the syntaxin molecules are stored in
clusters in two states of reactivity: the small fraction, 10% or less, is
reactive. It is probably situated at the periphery of the clusters in
which it can react with SNAP-25 and synaptobrevin molecules.
Most of the molecules are not accessible unless they reach the
perimeters of the clusters, a process with a time constant of a few
minutes. However, the syntaxin molecules at the perimeters of the
rafts, although accessible, react at least four times more slowly than
the free molecules outside the rafts, suggesting that the raft imposes
additional restrictions on the protein–protein interactions.

To verify our projection that the presence of syntaxin in clus-
ters slows down cis-SNARE complex assembly, syntaxin clusters
were dispersed by cholesterol extraction from the membranes (50
mM methyl-�-cyclodextrin, 30 or 60 min at 4°C), and the assem-
bly kinetics of the cis-SNARE complex was measured (at 37°C).
Indeed, the measurements showed an acceleration of the assembly
kinetics. However, additional kinetic quantitative analysis was not
performed because of the experimental limitations of the cholesterol
extraction procedure, variability in the effect of the depletion treat-
ment (Lang et al., 2001), and severe structural damages caused to the
membranes (data not shown).

Analysis of the disassembly dynamics
The ternary SNARE complex is extremely stable and its spontaneous
dissociation rate is very slow, necessitating a specific mechanism: an
ATP-driven reaction mediated by �SNAP and NSF (Jahn and Süd-
hof, 1999). The model of the disassembly process is initiated by the
binding of �SNAP molecules to a cis-SNARE complex, forming the
cis-SNARE–�SNAP intermediate complex (Fig. 1, k3). In the next
step, NSF binds to the intermediate complex (Fig. 1, k4) and, in the
presence of ATP, degrades the complex back to its components:
syntaxin, SNAP-25, synaptobrevin, and �SNAP molecules (Söllner
et al., 1993; Hayashi et al., 1995).

In accordance with the experimental procedure that precluded
reincorporation of the labeled synaptobrevin (Bar-On et al., 2008)
and based on the study of Lauer et al. (2006), the model did not allow
recycling of the disassembly products (Fig. 1). Based on the observa-
tions of Hanson et al. (1995) and Barszczewski et al. (2008), �SNAP
interacts with syntaxin molecules, and this complex is disassembled
by NSF. These two reactions were included in the disassembly dy-
namics model, as detailed in Figure 5.

To be consistent with the results of the assembly experiment,
the initial level of cis-SNARE complexes (indicating the level of

Figure 5. Syntaxin–�SNAP complex. Reaction added to the disassembly process on top of
the basic reaction mechanism presented in Figure 1. The monomeric syntaxin molecules react
with �SNAP, and the complex is disassembled by NSF. The rates of these reactions were treated
as adjustable parameters (k5 /k�5 and k6 , respectively) (Barszczewski et al., 2008).

Figure 4. Components of cis-SNARE complex assembly kinetics. The figure represents the kinetics components of the assembly
process in both of the phases as depicted from a representative solution reconstructing the assembly measurement (the corre-
sponding fitting curve is presented in Fig. 2, curve B). A, The kinetics of the components of the non-raft phase (during 400 s, until
the completion of the dynamics of this phase). B, The kinetics of the raft-phase components. Reactive syntaxin (a), binary com-
plexes (b), cis-SNARE complexes (c), and nonreactive syntaxin (d).
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complexes at t � 45 min) (Fig. 2) was set to 70% of the syntaxin
content on the PM.

The disassembly kinetics were first analyzed under the assump-
tion that all cis-SNARE complexes present on the inner leaflet of the
PM are equally available to interact with the disassembly factors
added to the bathing solution, being members of a single homoge-
neous population (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material). However, all attempts to reconstruct
the dynamics based on a homogeneous population of cis-SNARE
complexes failed (see an example in supplemental Fig. 2, available at
www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material), implying that the cis-
SNARE complexes generated in the raft phase markedly differ in
their susceptibility to the disassembly components from those lo-
cated in the membranal matrix between the rafts.

The disassembly kinetics were successfully reconstructed by
introducing different rate constants for the disassembly process
in the non-raft membranal and raft phases (Fig. 1, k3, k4 and k�3,
k�4). The GA search treated the values of the disassembly param-
eters as adjustable parameters that could vary as described in the
method section. Repeated GA runs generated many recon-
structed dynamics that were compatible with the experimental
data, as exemplified in Figure 6. The 29 best-fitting phenotypes
were pooled together, and the values of the various adjustable
parameters were evaluated.

Figure 7 presents four of the rate con-
stant parameters (k3, k4, k�3, k�4) used for
the analysis of the disassembly dynamics
that converged nicely during the recon-
struction of the dynamics. The process of
�SNAP binding to the cis-SNARE complex
appeared to be more crucial in the raft phase
than in the non-raft membranal phase, as
evaluated by the better convergence of the
rate constant of the raft phase (Fig. 7, bot-
tom left). The rates of disassembly of the
cis-SNARE–�SNAP complex by NSF ex-
hibited very consistent values in both
phases (Fig. 7, right). Interestingly, dis-
assembly of the complexes in the raft
was at least 20-fold faster than in the
membranal non-raft matrix. The tem-
poral concentrations of all intermediate
states in the disassembly process are
presented in supplemental Figure 3
(available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material).

Analysis of the steady-state dynamics
In the above sections, we analyzed the dy-
namics of assembly and disassembly as
proceeding independently of one another,
by selecting experimental conditions that
allowed for only one mechanism to be op-
erational. For a system operating under
kinetics control, the two sets of parame-
ters, each corresponding to one pathway
(assembly or disassembly), should be suf-
ficient to reconstruct the steady state of
the system, in which both assembly and
disassembly are operating. To confirm
this projection, we performed steady-state
measurements and let the GA search for a
set of parameters that would reconstruct

the observations, with the strict restriction that the adjustable
parameters must be within the range of variance determined by
the analysis of both the “isolated” assembly and disassembly
pathways. The first time-point measurement of the dynamics, at
t � 2 min, indicated that only �8.5% of the syntaxin molecules
were in the form of cis-SNARE complexes (Fig. 8) compared with
22% of the complexes in the absence of disassembly factors (Fig.
2, t � 2 min). This level reflects only the basal cis-SNARE com-
plex content of the cell (Lang et al., 2002) and does not include
additional spontaneous accumulation of complexes (Fig. 8) dur-
ing the 2 min as exhibited in the assembly experiment (Fig. 2, t �
2 min). With time, the cis-SNARE content increased, reaching a
steady-state (or quasi-equilibrium) level of 35– 40% of the total
syntaxin (Fig. 8). This steady-state level was significantly lower
than that reached in the absence of disassembly factors (Fig. 2, t �
60 min), reflecting the function of the disassembly factors added
to the bathing solution. Note that the selected concentrations of
�SNAP and NSF that were used in this experimental setup were
based on the experiments detailed in Figure 6, so as to reach a
steady-state level that would fall between the upper and lower
values of the NSF and �SNAP concentrations examined (Figs. 2,
6). Considering that, in freshly prepared PM sheets, only �10%
of the syntaxin is in the cis-SNARE-complex form (Lang et al.,
2002; Bar-On et al., 2008) implies that the in vivo activity or

Figure 6. Two-phase model for the disassembly kinetics. A representative fit reconstructed for the disassembly measurements
based on the two-phase model (Fig. 1). The measurements differ in the initial concentrations of NSF and �SNAP. The seven frames
represent the kinetics in the presence of 2 �M �SNAP and the indicated NSF concentrations (A–D) and 40 nM NSF and the indicated
�SNAP concentrations (E–G) (Bar-On et al., 2008). The presented fit was reconstructed using, as adjustable parameters the
reactions k3, k4 and k�3, k�4, which are presented in Figure 1 and k5, k�5, and k6 in Figure 5.
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concentration of the disassembly factors might be higher than
those provided by the experimental conditions selected for this
experiment.

The results of the adjustable parameters search are presented
in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 9. The analysis, together with the
GA search, was repeated 80 times, and Table 1 and Figure 9 in-
clude only the convergence of 20 combinations of parameters
that yielded the best-fitting phenotypes, i.e., those that most ac-
curately retraced the dynamics as presented in Figure 8. Inspec-
tion of the results revealed that some of the parameters converged
into a narrow range, and statistical analysis of their distribution
(Moscovitch et al., 2004) corresponded with a single normal pop-
ulation. These parameters are marked in Table 1 by their aver-
age value and SDs. The reaction mechanism implies that the
best-converging parameters are those that control the ob-

served dynamics. Other parameters converged only within
limits. Although these parameters are essential for the recon-
struction of the dynamics, the experimental conditions were such
that their effect was rather marginal and the reconstruction was
feasible when the given parameters varied within a range. A new
experimental design might be required to obtain better resolution of
these parameters. Parameters that converged within boundaries are
marked in Table 1 by their upper and lower boundaries.

In the membranal non-raft phase, the rate constants associ-
ated with the assembly and disassembly converged nicely (Table
1, k1–k4; Fig. 9, frames A–D). Such high accuracy is consistent
with a reaction in which all reactants are available to each other.
In the raft phase, the reaction pathway is more complex because
most of the syntaxin molecules are inactive/inaccessible to the
other SNARE proteins. This fraction must first become reactive
or accessible before it can participate in cis-SNARE complex for-
mation. As shown in Table 1, the initial fraction of reactive syn-
taxin in the rafts was 5% or less, rendering the accessibility
process, with a time constant of �6 min, the limiting step for
cis-SNARE complex formation in the raft phase. The delay in the
appearance of reactive syntaxin in the raft phase accounts for the
distinct two-phase dynamics observed in the assembly experi-
ments (Fig. 2). Comparison of the rate constants at which cis-
SNARE complexes are generated in the two phases indicated that,
in the raft phase, the reaction of accessible molecules is still ap-
proximately eight times slower than in the membranal non-raft
phase (Table 1, k�2 and k2), probably reflecting a marked differ-
ence in the physicochemical properties of the two phases.

The catalytic disassembly of the cis-SNARE complexes proceeded
simultaneously in the two phases but not at the same velocity. In the
non-raft membranal phase, the reaction of cis-SNARE complexes
with �SNAP (Table 1, k�3) was rapid, and the rate-limiting step was
the ATP-driven enzymatic reaction (k4), which is �10% of the rate
of cis-SNARE–�SNAP complex formation. In the raft phase, the rate
of binding of �SNAP to the cis-SNARE complex was comparable
with that in the non-raft phase (k3 and k�3), but the following catalytic
step was �30 times faster (Fig. 9, frames i and d). A possible biolog-
ical interpretation of the difference in the catalytic reactions of the
two phases is that the higher density of the cis-SNARE complexes in
the area of the rafts might increase the probability of NSF encoun-
tering a cis-SNARE–�SNAP complex after disassembly, assuming
that NSF stays in the area of the raft.

As shown by Hanson et al. (1995) and Barszczewski et al.
(2008), �SNAP can react with individual molecules of syntaxin to

Figure 7. The convergence of the adjustable parameters during a genetic algorithm analysis
of the disassembly dynamics. Each frame depicts the dispersion of the final values (generation
number 1000) assigned by each of the independent GA runs (n � 29) to the stated adjustable
parameter. Parameters are searched for in a range of 1–10 8

M
�1s �1. Top, Left, k3, formation

of SNARE–�SNAP complexes within the non-raft membranal phase. Bottom, Left, k�3, raft
phase. Top, Right, k4, catalytic disassembly of SNARE–�SNAP complexes within the non-raft
membranal phase. Bottom, Right, k�4 (raft phase).

Figure 8. Quasi-equilibrium between assembly and disassembly of cis-SNARE complexes
forming a new steady-state level of cis-SNARE complexes. Black squares, The experimental
results of SNARE complex formation in the presence of the disassembly mixture that contains 10
nM NSF and 150 nM �-SNAP (see Materials and Methods). Values are given as mean � SEM
(n � 4 –7 independent experiments). The curve is an example of an accurate reconstruction of
the dynamics based on a parameter search performed by genetic algorithm.

Table 1. Compilation of the adjustable parameters needed to reconstruct the
experimental observations

Results range

Parameter k (non-raft phase) k� (raft phase) Units

k1 4.4E4 � 198 4E3– 4.6E6 M
�1s �1

k2 9.0E4 � 359 1.3E4 � 6.4 E3 M
�1s �1

k3 6.1E6 � 8.3E5 3.2E5– 4.3E6 M
�1s �1

k4 1.2E5 � 826 2.3E6 –5.6E6 M
�1s �1

��10 NA 6.2 � 3.7 Min
Initial percentage of

reactive/accessible
syntaxin in raft phase

NA � 5% %

k (both phases)

k5 3E5–1E7 M
�1s �1

k6 350 – 6500 M
�1s �1

The best-converging parameters are given by their mean � SDs. The parameters that converged within boundaries
are given by the lower and upper limits. The rate constants for the bimolecular reactions are given in M

�1 s �1 and
the first-order reactions by the time constant (�) values.
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form a stable complex that calls for catalytic dissociation by NSF.
As shown in Figure 9, frames J and K, the rate constants of these
reactions only partially converged within a range of approxi-
mately three orders of magnitude. Apparently, under the exper-
imental setup used here, these reactions had only a marginal
influence on the overall dynamics.

The analysis of the experimental data was performed under no
assumptions for the rate at which the free syntaxin molecules can
be transferred between the non-raft membranal phase and the
raft phase. The reconstructions of the experimental measure-
ments consistently indicated that these rate constants fail to con-
verge, suggesting that this process does not affect the observed
dynamics (Fig. 9, frames L and M). Moreover, the values of these
time constants were on the order of �15 min or longer. Such slow
rates, together with the low concentration of free syntaxin, lead to a
negligible flux of cis-SNARE complex-forming syntaxin molecules
between the non-raft membranal and raft phases. Apparently, the
syntaxin molecules involved in cis-SNARE complex formation
located in the membranal phase and those located in the raft
phase barely cross the raft boundaries and the syntaxin mole-
cules in the two phases interact with SNAP-25, synaptobrevin,
and the disassembly factors with minimal coupling between
the phases.

Discussion
This study presents a rigorous analysis of a comprehensive set of
measurements consisting of time-resolved quantitative determi-
nations of the formation, disassembly and steady-state dynamics
of cis-SNARE complexes on the exposed inner leaflet of the PM of
PC12 cells. The experimental results were reconstructed through
numerical integration of differential rate equations derived from
a projected reaction mechanism, in which the rate constants and
some of the reactant concentrations were defined as adjustable
parameters. The search for a combination of parameters that
would reconstruct the experimental observation was performed
through heuristic application of a GA. The reconstruction of the
results clearly necessitated partitioning of the syntaxin molecules
into two phases. It has been reported previously that syntaxin
forms cholesterol-dependent clusters that represent docking and
fusion sites for secretory granules on the PM (Lang et al., 2001).
The syntaxin clusters are immobile (Ohara-Imaizumi et al., 2004;
Sieber et al., 2007) and are formed by a homo-oligomerization
process through the SNARE motif (Sieber et al., 2006). Disinte-
gration of the clusters by cholesterol extraction inhibits exocyto-
sis, indicating that the clusters are important for this process.
However, so far, no mechanistic model explaining the function of

Figure 9. The convergence of the adjustable parameters in the analysis of the steady-state dynamics. The time constant values of the 20 best runs are organized in descending order by fitness
function values (frame n). Each frame depicts the dispersion of the final values (generation number 1000) assigned by the search technique to the stated adjustable parameter according to Figures
1 and 2. Parameters were searched in a range of 1–10 8

M
�1s �1.
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the syntaxin clusters has been found. The syntaxin cluster con-
tains densely crowded syntaxin molecules that are exchanged
with a small pool of freely diffusing molecules, the latter consist-
ing of only �15% of the total syntaxin content on the membrane
(Sieber et al., 2007). Interestingly, the kinetics analysis yielded
effectively the same ratio between the syntaxin in the two phases,
strongly indicating that the biological counterparts of the math-
ematically defined phases described in this study correspond to
the non-raft membranal and raft phases.

Structural considerations suggest that syntaxin clustering in the
raft decreases the number of syntaxin molecules available for en-
tering cis-SNARE complexes, because most of them are em-
bedded in the center of the clusters. This argument is
supported by the kinetics analysis, which suggested that most
of the syntaxin in the cluster is not reactive. The high conver-
gence of the level of nonreactive syntaxin in the raft to a con-
sistent value of �95% (i.e., only 5% of the syntaxin in the raft
is accessible/reactive) (Table 1) is an indication of the signifi-
cance of the inaccessibility of the molecules in the rafts to the
reconstruction of the overall dynamics.

The assembly dynamics
After initiation of the assembly reaction, the SNARE proteins on
the membrane react with each other, but, because of the non-
identical environments, the reaction proceeds at different rates.
The non-raft molecules are freer to react, and binary complexes
and the ternary cis-SNARE complexes are formed within a few
minutes. The syntaxin molecules in the rafts can react with the
other SNARE proteins only at the perimeters of the rafts and at
a lower rate (Table 1). As a result, appearance of the second
phase of cis-SNARE complex formation is limited by the reac-
tion at the perimeter of the raft and, most importantly, by the
time it takes for molecules located in the center of the raft to
diffuse to the perimeter and replace the syntaxin molecules
that have already reacted, a process that has a time constant of
�6 min.

Disassembly of the cis-SNARE complexes
The kinetics analysis indicated that the rates of the catalytic reac-
tion differ substantially between the two phases. The cis-SNARE
complexes in the raft phase are disassembled �30 times faster
than those in the non-raft phase. A possible explanation for this
significant difference is that the cis-SNARE complexes formed
in the raft phase accumulate in the area, and, therefore, the
density of the complexes in the raft area is much higher than
outside the rafts. Consequently, once NSF samples the area of
the rafts that contains a high local concentration of cis-SNARE
complexes, it can simply “jump” from complex to complex.
The probability of NSF binding a new complex in the packed
area of the rafts is higher than outside them, and hence the
probability for disassembly is higher as well. It should be
stressed that additional experiments are needed to determine
the distribution of cis-SNARE complexes on the PM when they
spontaneously accumulate and to characterize the way in
which NSF operates.

Regulation of SNARE reactivity by syntaxin clusters
The ternary SNARE complexes represent the core machinery for
membrane fusion (Jahn et al., 2003). However, it is still unclear
how their level is regulated. A few regulatory proteins (e.g.,
Munc18, complexin) have been identified as key participants in the
molecular pathway toward vesicle priming and fusion (Malsam et
al., 2008). In addition, there is evidence that the overall level of

reactive SNARE complexes determines, if not regulates, exo-
cytotic activity. For instance, in the absence of cytosol, the
cis-SNARE complexes accumulate, and consequently exocyto-
sis is rapidly inhibited by depriming and requires NSF activity
for repriming (Lang et al., 2002).

Considering that reactive SNARE proteins can spontaneously
assemble into cis-SNARE complexes, there are at least two possi-
ble mechanisms regulating their level: acceleration of their disas-
sembly process or a decrease in the rate of their assembly. In the
current study, we suggest a dual significant physiological role for
the syntaxin clusters. The presence of clusters slows down the
formation of non-fusogenic cis-SNARE complexes by having
most of the syntaxin embedded in the clusters and inaccessible
for cis-SNARE formation. Furthermore, even syntaxin at the
periphery of the clusters is still limited in its ability to react
with the SNARE partners, and therefore cis-SNARE complex
assembly is substantially slower. Concentrating the cis-SNARE
complexes in defined areas increases the probability of NSF
encountering adjacent complexes after complex disassembly
in the raft area.
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